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Bauman's VerbalArt and the Social
Organization of Attention:
The Role of Reflexivityin theAestheticsof
Performance
In Richard Bauman's landmarkstudy Verbal Art as Performance, reflexivityplays a
small but important role. Combining ideasfrom Verbal Art with insightsfrom phenomenology, this articleuses the conceptof reflexivity to re-examine basicfacets of expressive interactionand explores the structureof intersubjectivityin performance.Field
data on American heavy metal music and the promenadeof centralItaly are used to reveal the crucialrole that reflexivityplays in the aestheticsof performance.
Three pursuerslearn that a fugitive boardeda trainfor Philadelphia.To the firstpursuerit's obvious that
the fugitive has gone to Philadelphia.To the second pursuerit's obvious that he left the trainin Newark
and has gone somewhere else. To the third pursuer,who knows how clever the fugitive is, it's obvious
that he didn't leave the trainat Newark, because that would be too obvious, but stayedon it and went to
Philadelphia.Subtletychasesthe obvious up a never-ending spiraland never quite catchesit.
-Rex

Stout, The SilentSpeaker

Could we be much closer if we tried?
We could stay at home and stareinto each other'seyes
Maybe we could last an hour
Maybe then we'd see right through
Always something breakingus in two....
-Joe Jackson,"BreakingUs in Two"

THING.
When someone tells a story, models new clothing,
ISAPECULIAR
CULTURE
EXPRESSIVE
or plays music, the listeners, viewers, or audience members have aesthetic responses.1
Such responses are instantaneous and can be endlessly nuanced and disarmingly potent.
Evoking these responses may be the participant'sgoal in performance, or that evocation
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may itself be a means toward largersocial, religious,or political ends. Yet, for all their
power, or perhapsbecause of it, aestheticresponsesare notoriouslydifficultto describe
and analyze.Richard Bauman'sclassicwork, VerbalArt as Performance
(1977), made a
profound contributionto the researchon aestheticsby helping to ground the study of
expressiveculture in situatedactivityand by identifyingthe unique social dynamicsof
performance.Building on ideassuggestedby Bauman'slandmarktext, the guiding notion of this paperis that the aestheticsof performanceare tightly bound up with the issue of reflexivity-the performer'sawarenessof him- or herself as a participantin an
interaction,his or her signalingof this awareness,and the reciprocalphenomena experienced by the audience.
The firstpartof this articlesuggeststhat the question of reflexive awarenessis partof
the largerproblem of the organizationof attentionin performanceevents. That is, how
one attendsto oneself or to the other in performanceis part of the largerquestion of
how one arrangesall of the diverseelementsof one's experience (one's body, thoughts,
percepts,memories, and experiencesof the other participants)duringthe event. Using
ideas from the phenomenology of Edmund Husserland the writings of contemporary
performancetheorists,we will examine these issues and discussthe relationshipbetween reflexivityand metacommunication.Data from Berger'sfieldworkon the metal,
rock, andjazz scenes of northeastOhio illustratesthat the organizationof attentionand
reflexivityis both actively achieved by the participantsand deeply informed by culture
and largersocialforces. Having exploredthe dynamicsof the organizationof attention,
we returnagainto Husserland suggestthat reflexivityis neither an optional accompaniment to performancenor the domain of highly ironic, fey, or experimentalart. On
the contrary,reflexivity is an unavoidableelement of all forms of expressiveculture,
present and active even in its absence. Examplesfrom Del Negro's fieldwork on the
central Italianpasseggiata(ritualpromenade) show that culturespossess complex and
contestedideasabout appropriateand inappropriateformsof reflexivityin performance
and demonstratethat these ideas are fundamentalto the overall aestheticsof the performanceevent. Developing intellectualtools for examiningthe organizationof attention and the reflexive dimension of performanceleads to insights into the ways in
which expressivecommunicationachievesits aestheticeffects.2
The Notion of Reflexivity, Verbal Art as Performance, and
the Study of Reflexive Language
One of the main difficultieswith the notion of reflexivityis the confusingly wide
rangeof ways in which the term is used. BarbaraBabcock has observedthat in its most
abstractsense, the term reflexivity
refersto any kind of doubling back or self-reference
(1980:2), and both she (1980, 1987) and Bauman (1989) have identified three distinct
but relatedcontexts in which the term is used. First,the term is used in the analysisof
refersto the capacityof a languageor
languageand sign systems.In this case, reflexivity
to
refer
to
A
wealth
itself.
of
sign system
terminologyhas emerged to differentiatevarious types of reflexivelanguageand languageuse, includingmetacommunication
(communicationabout communication,Bateson [1972]),metalanguage
(languagespecificallyabout
language,Bateson [1972]), metanarration
(talkabout the act or content of narrationin a
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(talkabout languageuse and the social
narratingevent, Babcock [1977]), metapragmatics
and communicative functions of language,Silverstein[1976:48, 1993]) and metafolklore
(folkloreabout folklore, Dundes [1975]). Second, the term has been used in the context of ideaslike attention, consciousness,subjectivity,and interaction;in this caseit refers to the capacityof subjectsto be aware of themselves as subjectsand to be aware
that they are the focus of another'sattention.Reflexivity in this sensehasbeen of interest to phenomenologists (Husserl 1960; Merleau-Ponty 1989; Sartre 1956; Schutz
in
1967) and social psychologists(Mead 1967). We use the term reflexiveconsciousness
this connection. Third, scholars in the tradition of symbolic anthropology (Geertz
to referto the capacityof participants
1973; Turer 1969) have used the term reflexivity
in ritualsor displayevents to creativelyemploy stocks of sharedculturalknowledge to
explore, negotiate, comment on, or transformthe culture itself. Beyond these three
uses of the word, the term reflexivity
is also used by scholarsconcerned with the effect
of the scholar'sown historicallyand culturallysituatedsubjectivityon the practiceof
fieldworkand ethnographicwriting (see, for example,Berger 1999; Briggs 1993a;Clifford and Marcus 1986; Feld 1990; Lawless1992; Lucy 1993; Schechner 1985:55-65;
Schutz 1967:220; Solomon 1994). Such methodological reflexivityis, we believe, actually a special case of Babcock's second use of the term. In this article,we primarily
concern ourselveswith reflexivityin sign systemsand reflexive consciousness.
Many of the key themes in currentfolklore researchon reflexivitywere introduced
or suggestedin VerbalArt as Performance,
and, while some of these ideasare familiar,it is
worthwhile to explore this ground carefullyonce again. Synthesizingmany threadsof
the then-emergent critique of text-basedfolklore studies, VerbalArt outlines the basic
structureof the performanceevent and sets the programfor future inquiryin this area.
In his innovative work, Bauman'sonly explicit discussionof reflexivityoccurs in his
foundationalanalysisof "keying"or "framing."Bauman explainsthat one of the many
techniquesthat may be used to mark a stretchof behavior as a performanceis explicit
disclaimersand denials of performance(1977:21-22). Deferentialremarks,such as "I
am not reallymuch of a storyteller,but. . ." are often formulaicand serve to indicate
that the performerrecognizesher/his behavioras performanceor artisticbehavior.Explicitly referringto the both the speakerand the speech (as well as acknowledgingthe
perceived criticalevaluation of the audience), such remarksare clear examplesof reflexive language.
More relevantto the subsequentscholarshipand our present concerns is the implicit
reflexivity suggested in VerbalArt and developed more fully in Bauman'slater work
(1989). Earlyin VerbalArt Bauman defines performanceas a specialmode of interaction in which the performertakesresponsibilityfor displaysof communicativecompetence (Bauman 1977:11). Following earlier scholars, he continues to explain that
performanceis alwaysframed-introduced by metacommunicationthat establishesthe
behavior as a performance.While the act of framingmay be brief, backgrounded,or
taken for grantedby the participantsin a performanceevent, framinginformsall of the
behavior that follows and constitutesthat behavior as performance.Such a perspective
places implicit reflexive languageand reflexive consciousnessat the center of performance theory in two ways. First, as behavior speciallyframedfor public scrutiny,performancedrawsattention to the fact that the performeris a participantin an interaction
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and the focus of the audience'sattention.Second, the act of establishingthe performative framerefersto the communicativepracticeitselfand, thus, at leastimplicitly,to the
performer. More importantly, these featuresof performanceblur the boundary between reflexive languageand reflexive consciousness.Framing,like all metacommunication, invokesthe reflexive consciousnessof the participants.Whereas the performer
may be unaware of himself or herself as an actor at the moment before the framing
takes place, the act of framing, by definition, marks the performer as a performer,
marksthe audience membersas audiencemembers,and callsattentionto the fact of interaction.In his 1989 Encyclopedia
of Communications
entry on "performance,"Bauman
makesthe connections among the types of reflexivitymore explicit. Not only does the
formalframingof the behaviorinvoke reflexiveconsciousnessfor all the participants,as
Baumanpoints out, the heightened attentionto the performer'scommunicativecompetence foregroundsthe expressiveresourcesof the culture, which in turn makesperformancethe ideal instrumentof reflexivecommentaryon that culture.These insights
are importantto our present concernsbecausethey suggestthat implicit reflexive language is a constitutive and unavoidablefeature of performance(see the discussionof
Baumanin Lucy 1993:21) and is crucialfor the establishmentof the subject.
Since Bauman's VerbalArt firstappeared,this vision of reflexivityhas informedfolkloristicresearchin two ways. First,performancetheoristshave long sought to demystify
the rhetoricalpower of verbalart by exposing the mechanics of performance,and the
explicit or implicit analysisof reflexivelanguagehas played a crucialrole in doing so.
Building on the work of Alan Dundes (1975), Babcock's 1977 articleon metanarration
(reprintedas a supplementarychapterin the book form of VerbalArt) set the stage for
much of this research.Babcock calledon scholarsto seek the power of folk narrativein
the social interaction of the narrativeperformance,rather than in the narrativetext
alone. Case studiesby other scholarsof folklore and Baumanhimself (1986) have illustratedhow performersuse metacommunicativetechniquessuch as framingin, framing
out, indexicalreferenceto traditionor the situatedcontext, directand indirectspeech,
code switching, and various types of metapragmaticcommentary to claim the floor,
gamer the authorityto perform,assesstheir interlocutor'slevel of culturalknowledge,
draw the audience into the performance,and establishthe legitimacyof their narrative
(Allen 1991; Briggs 1993b; Butler 1992; Moore 1993; Parmentier1993). Richard Parmentier'scarefulstudy of a politicalspeech in Belua, Micronesia,is a case in point: An
ethnopoetic transcriptionof a particularlypowerful example of politicaloratoryis presented in this text, and Parmentiershows how the speakercreativelyemploys metapragmaticcomments about the speech, such as carefullyframedreportedspeech, stock
phrases,and embedded narratives,to make the audience interpreta recent historical
event in ways the narratorfindspoliticallyadvantageous.Like other scholars,Parmentier is able to demonstratehow reflexivelanguageframesdiscourseas performanceand
links that discourseto situatedand largersocial contexts.
Second,the analysisof reflexivelanguagehasbeen centralfor exploringthe mechanicsof
Kratz
subjectpositioning. In performancetheory, case studiessuch as those by Comrrne
(1990), Ray Allen (1991), and Thomas Solomon (1994) do not merely show that performersuse reflexivelanguageto commenton the identityof the participants
in the event.
More importantly,such authorsillustratehow reflexive language actually"positions"
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the audience, implicitlylocating the audience member in the social organizationof the
event and the largersociety.3Kratz'scarefulanalysisof girls'initiationritualsamong the
Okiek of Kenya illustratesthis line of inquiry. In the rituals,the girls and their close
relativestrade off lines of sung verse in a long performancethat precedesa harrowing
clitoridectomy.Kratzshows how the girlsare placed in the center of the performance
event and situated in the largercommunity by the relatives'use of call and response
patterning, emotionally resonantkinship terms, and carefullyorchestratedmetapragmatic exhortationsto complete the ritual.Such positioning devices, Kratzargues,account for the persuasivepower of the ritual.Following the deconstructionistprogram,
recent analystsof reflexive languagesuch as Steve C. Caton (1993) and Benjamin Lee
(1993) have suggestedthat languageand, specifically,reflexive and metapragmaticlanguage, does not merely depict the subjectbut actuallyconstructsit. For example, analyzing reflexive language in Virginia Woolf's To the Lighthouse(1927), Lee's
illuminatingstudy shows that Woolf s novel does not merely describethe nature of
subjectivityto the reader.Rather, the reader'sconsciousnessis aware of the text, and
the artisticuse of reportedspeech and thought locatesthe reader-subjectasa participant
in a fictive world in which the perspectivesof the various charactersrun together.
Here, Woolf's use of language,and the largersocialhistoryembeddedin that language,
shapesand informsthe reader'ssubjectivity.4
These studieshave providedimportantinsightsinto the mechanismsof performance
and the relationship between reflexive language and subjectivity.Building on this
work, we suggest three opportunitiesto enrich the performanceperspectivein folklore. The greatadvantageof contemporaryscholarshipin this areais that it allows us to
look at the concrete social processby which the subjectis constituted,ratherthan depicting consciousnessas transcendentof and autonomousfrom history,society, and the
world, as previous idealistphilosophyhad done (see Baumanand Briggs 1990 for a related discussion).One difficultyhere, however, is the privilegingof language,both in
linguisticallyoriented performancetheory in folkloristicsand in the deconstructionist
approachesto reflexivelanguage.As we have seen, the reflexivecapacityof languageis
responsiblefor its abilityto position and constitutethe subject.But this reflexivecapacity is not unique to language;as Babcock (1980) suggests,all signssystemshave the potential for self-reference.As a result, the subject can be positioned and constituted
through nonlinguisticsign systemsor through the interactionof linguisticand nonlinguistic dimensionsof the expressiveact. Such nonverbalconstitutionof the subjectdeservesmuch greaterexaminationby folklorists.While our main focus in this articleis
on the aestheticsof reflexivity,subjectpositioning in performancesof music and bodily
displayare both secondaryissues.Our work connects the analysisof the subjectwith a
persistenttheme of post-sixtiesfolklorescholarshipthat has calledfor attentionto nonverbal lore and the integrationof various expressivegenres in the performanceevent
(Glassie 1982; Toelken 1979; Yoder 1976). While some performancetheoristshave
examinednonverbalperformance(Fine 1984; Kapchan1994; Schechner1985; Stoeltje
1988), most performance-basedanalysisin our discipline has focused on language;
therefore,our firstpoint is that folkloristicscan benefit by exploringthe constitutionof
the subjectby nonverbalmeans.
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A second opportunityfor new perspectivesflows from another concern of post-sixties folklore scholarship-the creative nature of interpretation.While it is true, as the
deconstructionistssuggest,that the rhetoricalstructureof the text informsthe constitution of the audience'ssubjectivity,it is also true that meaningmakingis an active process. Scholarssuch as Briggs (1993b), Parmentier(1993), Solomon (1994), KirshenblattGimblett (1975), and Lee (1993) illustratehow authorsand performersare determined
not only by the linguistic resourcesof their languagebut creativelyemploy those resources to serve their larger ideological needs. For example, Lee's deconstructionist
comparisonof the rhetoricof Gottlob Frege and VirginiaWoolf illustratesnot that the
languagedeterminesthe author'sconstitution of the reader'ssubjectivity,but that two
authors,both utilizingthe same StandardAverageEuropean(SAE)linguisticresources,
can differentiallymanipulatethose resourcesto achieve radicallydifferentsubjectpositionings.5While nondeconstructiveperformancetheory has acknowledged the performer'suse of expressiveresourcesto achieve social business,most of these scholars
have focused on the text that the performerscreateratherthan the audience'sinterpretations. Thomas Solomon's study of insult exchanges in Bolivian song duels (1994)
comes close to the issueof interpretationby illustratinghow the singer'simprovisedinsults interpretand criticize the disparaginginnuendo suggestedby his or her (for the
sake of simplicity,let us say "her")opponent's previous remarks(in this connection,
see also Briggs 1993b); however, a more direct focus on audience members (as suggested by Solomon's postscript)is requiredto appreciatethe importanceof the audience in the reception of reflexive language. Audience members and readers may
misinterpret,creativelyresist,or simplyignore the subjectpositioningpromoted by the
author. Further,audience membersand readersactively organizetheir attention to an
event, shiftingfocus between senseperception,thoughts,feelings,bodilyperceptions,and
the variouselementsof the performanceevent. As Berger has suggested (1997, 1999),
the organizationof phenomena in experienceplaysa key role in the constitutionof the
subject,and here we show the importanceof these interpretivedimensionsof reflexivity for the aestheticsof performance.In our view, reflexive signs alone do not determine reflexive consciousness;reflexive consciousnesscomes about through a complex
interplaybetween the performer'screativeemployment of the culture'sexpressiveresourcesand the audience member'sactive reception of the performance.None of this,
of course, is to arguefor a returnto the transcendentsubjectthat is merely describedby
communicationand existsindependentof historyor society. On the contrary,examining the dialectic of performanceand interpretationin the constitution of the subject
more firmlygroundsthe subjectin historyand society.6
Finally, and most importantto the overall aims of this article,we hope to suggest
new ways in which reflexivityis importantfor the aestheticsof performance.Performance theoristshave tended to see reflexivelanguageprimarilyas a device for connecting
text to situatedcontext (Butler 1992), indexing tradition(Foley 1992), or negotiating
the performers'roles (Briggs1993b). Other authorshave suggestedthat the exchange
of reflexive signs themselves may be the focus of aesthetic evaluation (Silverstein
1993:52, 54; Stone 1982:97-121). While these indexical mechanicsand aestheticsare
important, our main goal in this article is to show that the reflexivemetacommentary
by
whicha performer
in an interaction-andby which
signalsherawareness
of herselfas a participant
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she signalsherawareness
of the audience'sattentionto her-colorsand informsall of the "priin theperformance
andplays a crucialrolein the overallaesthetics
mary"communication
of the
event.Further,each culture, subculture,or participanthas an aestheticideology of reflexivity-a specificset of ideas about the kinds of reflexivestancesthat are appropriate
and desirablein a given type of performanceevent.
Such a perspectivehas affinitieswith Roman Jakobson'sPragueschool semiotics. In
his "ClosingRemarks"in Stylein Language(1960),Jakobsonarguesthat the communicative act is comprisedof six distinctdimensions(or functions),one of which is metacommunication;all six dimensionsoccur at once, and while the relativeimportanceof
any one dimension may vary from situationto situation,the full meaning of any utterance is a gestalt (syntheticwhole) of these various dimensions.7Like the framingdevices Bauman identifies, implicit or explicit commentary on the performer's or
audience'sattention to themselvesand to each other is one kind of informationthat is
transmittedalong Jakobson'smetacommunicativedimension. Because the various dimensions of the communicative act make up an indivisible whole, such signaling of
reflexive consciousnessinformsthe overall aestheticand rhetoricaleffects of the communication.

The dialecticsof metacommunicationand reflexive consciousnessare endlesslyrich
and complex. Metacommunicative signals of reflexive consciousness may be foregroundedor backgroundedin the flow of interaction;they may be intentionallyor unintentionallyexchanged and may depict the participant'sreflexive consciousnesswith
varying amounts of honesty or deceit. And, as we suggested above, while reflexive
signs may invoke reflexive consciousness,such signs are also actively interpreted,and
their interpretationplays a key role in determiningthe meaning that is finally experienced. To gain a richerunderstandingof this situation,we must see that reflexive conof experiences
sciousnessis not merely plentiful or even vital, but is in fact a dimension
is
of interaction;unavoidablein performance,reflexive consciousness present and active even in its absence and is locked in a complex dialecticwith its expression.Bauman (1989) and Caton (1993) have both observedthat one pathway to understanding
reflexive consciousnesscan be secured through the writings of George Herbert Mead
and the Chicago school of socialpsychology (1967). While Mead'swritingsare indeed
important,phenomenological work on the subjectand intersubjectivitycan provide a
differentroute to these insights.
The Body, the Subject, and Intersubjectivityin
Husserl's "Fifth Cartesian Meditation"
Taken as an object of serious consideration,the idea of experiencing an "other" is
paradoxicaland enigmatic.Our experiencesseem, by definition,to be our own and to
be personal.How can it be, and what does it mean to say, that I experiencean "other"
subject? This problem is a more general statement of what, in MarthaB. Kendall's
felicitous expression,is the primaryparadox of languageand of dialogue, "How can
your words be in my head?"(personalcommunication, 1988). Such a paradoxis both a
centralproblematicand a sustainingphenomenon of the disciplineof folklore.To understandone phenomenological approachto this problem, a smallamount of background
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is in order. Responding to difficulties in idealist philosophy, Edmund Husserl sought to
overcome the sharp and worrsome distinction that past philosophers have drawn between experience and reality. To do so, he said, we must place an epoche(set of brackets) around any claims that a particular experience is subjective or objective and
investigate the data of experience in an unprejudiced manner. When we return to experience in this way, Husserl suggested, we make a startling discovery that nothing has
changed. Strictly as lived experience, the desk before me, for example, is a genuine
other, an autonomous entity in no way subject to my whims. As a result, we never
need to remove the phenomenological brackets. The world-as autonomous and subject to rational inquiry as we know it to be-is there in and for experience. This is not
to say, of course, that I cannot misdescribe my experience or that one momentary experience of the world exhausts all of its complexity and possibilities. When we examine
the world in experience, it is given to us in direct evidence that the world possesses
endless contingent details. That there is a world, however, and that that world is there
for experience, is given with certainty.
At first blush it would seem that such a philosophy, grounded radically in one's own
experience, could never come to terms with the existence of others let alone provide
insights into the reflexive awareness of one's self as a partner in an interaction. This serious concern-that
phenomenology might be a kind of solipsism-is central to
Husserl's Cartesian Meditations and is explored at length in the well-known "Fifth
Meditation" (1960:89-150). Later, existential phenomenologists took exception with
elements of Husserl's discussion, and we will not take the time to recapitulate Husserl's
dense and technical argument here.8 While largely abandoned by Jean-Paul Sartre
over by Maurice Merleau-Ponty
(1956), elements of Husserl's argument were camrried
(1989). Interpreting Husserl in the existential spirit of Merleau-Ponty,9 we will review
ideas from Husserl's discussion of the body and space relevant to the problem of reflexivity.
Seeking a direct and unprejudiced inquiry based strictly on the givens of experience,
Husserl says that if we are going to address the problem of the other, we must create a
second epoche; within this second epoche all one can admit are experiences that are
one's alone. When one applies this epoche, what Husserl calls the reduction to the
"sphere of own-ness," one discovers that one's body is uniquely experienced as one's
self Explicit in his rejection of Cartesian mind/body dichotomies, Husserl observes
that one experiences oneself, not solely as a consciousness that constitutes experience,
but as an "empirical ego"; this "empirical ego" is referred to by Husserl in different
places as an "animate organism" and is experienced as a "psycho-physical unity"
(Hammond et al. 1991:213)-a body whose actions and responses are one's own. After
elaborating what it means to experience one's self as a body in the world, Husserl explains
that it is through our embodied nature that we understand the existence of others.
When I see the body of another person, I have what Husserl calls an "analogical apperception"-an experience of that other body, not merely as object, but as an "other"
subject. Apperception occurs in all instances in which someone recognizes a thing as
one of a type, and, confusingly, it does not consist of reasoning by analogy, nor is it even a
"thinking act" (1960:111). Husserl illustrates with the situation of a child learning
about scissors;once the concept of "scissors"is assimilated, each later act of experiencing
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an object such as scissorshappensin a prereflectivemanner.The child graspsthe basic
sense of the concept of scissors(which we can roughly describeas a thing which uses
opposable motion to cut), and, confronted with kitchen shearsor any other double
bladedcutter, the child constitutesthem in experience as scissors.Apperceptionoccurs
in any experience of things as examplesof a type, but the apperceptionof other subjects is unique. The type "subject"emerges from the most primordiallevel of our experience-the sphere of own-ness. While I recognize the individualityof my own
subjectivityand the individualityof you as a subject, as subjects,your body and mine
are inherently"paired"in experience. One implicationof this idea is that the concept
"subject"establishesthe apperceptionof both "self' and "other,"that the subjectis not
radicallymy own, but inherentlysocial.'?As a result, our awarenessof others as subjects, and of ourselvesas a subjectin a socialworld, is at the very foundationof experience."
Just as Husserl'saccount of the subjectemerged from an examinationof experiences
of the body, Husserl'saccount of social interactionemerges from a discussionof the
experience of space. Earlyin the "FifthMeditation,"Husserlexplainsthat we experience the world as inherently intersubjective.When I look at a physicalobject, I directlyexperience the surfacesthat face me; I do not, of course, experiencethe detailsof
its back (the color and texture of the back of this desk, for example), but I am aware
that the back is there and could be open to futureviewing. While I cannot know the
color, texture, or any other contingent detailsof the back of the desk without moving
my body, I experience the fact that it has a back as I look at its front. In Husserl'stermito me. Two importantideasstem from this
nology, the back of the desk is presentiated
analysis.Firstof all, the fact that the physicalworld admitsother perspectivesis important because it shows that the physicalworld is an intersubjectiveworld. Built into my
experience of the physicalworld is an awarenessthat it possessessurfacesand features
that are beyond my immediate grasp but may become the focus of future experiences-experiences for myself at some other point in time or experiences for others
situatedat a differentlocation in the same space. Second, the notion of presentiation
appliesnot only to the other facetsof physicalobjects,but to the experiencesof other
subjects.In the same way that my experience of the front face of the desk presentiates
the existence of the back of the desk, so does the body of the other subjectpresentiatea
realm of particularexperienceswith which I do not have directaccessbut that I know
with certaintyis there.'2
Taken together, the analysisof the body and of space shows that experienceis, at its
base, social, and the complex dialecticsof self and other that flow from this fact form
the basisof our phenomenology of intersubjectivityand folkloreperformance.While I
cannot know all the detailsof the other'sexperience, I do know that the performeris a
subject in a world of subjects,and I have the potential to partiallysharesome of her
particularexperiences.While there is a world of contingent factsabout the other that I
may not know, I do know that she is a subjectin the world, that she experiencesthe
world from a particularperspectivein space,and that those experiencesare never complete. In sum, I cannot know all the detailsof the other's experience, but I can know
the most abstractstructureof her subjectivity,and I have the potentialto partiallyshare
her particularexperiences.Though Husserl'sinsistenceon the centralityof the subject
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in philosophy may sound like older, problematicforms of idealism,his grounding of
subjectivityin the body in the "Fifth Meditation" and Merleau-Ponty'smore elaboratedbody phenomenology (1989) serveto situatethe subjectin the physicaland social
world.
Moving from Husserl'sphilosophyto more socialscientificconcepts,we can observe
that with the awarenessthat the other is a subject comes the awarenessthat any of the
other'sactions may be signs.These signsbecome partof the dialecticof intersubjectivity, facilitatingor obfuscatingthe partialsharingof specific experience in the complex
ways with which folkloristsare so familiar.While two subjectscan never completely
share an experience, making connections between your specific experiences and
mine-in Alfred Schutz's celebratedterminology, partialsharing(1967)-is possible.
Schutz's massive Phenomenology
of the SocialWorldpresentsa systematicattempt to acof
count for the dynamics partialsharing;brilliant,and in some ways problematic,his
analysisgoes beyond the needs of the present article.Here we need only observe that
between your experience and mine, concrete similaritiesand differences,reciprocities
and linkages,and conjuncturesand disjuncturesdevelop.
Mediatingbetween these general,phenomenological notions of subjectivityand experience and the variousways in which a particularsubjectmay experience herselfat
any given moment are the factorsof "attention"(the arrangementof phenomena in
experience) and reflexivity.13In everyday experience, the subject is confronted by a
world dense with phenomena. Numerous individualexperiencesvie for her attention,
and the physical context that surroundsher exists as a kind of potential experience.
Emotions, thoughts, sights,smells,tastes,and so on bombardthe subject,and, at each
moment, she organizesthis motley of phenomena into a dynamic structureof foreground and background(Berger1997, 1999). For example, as I (Berger)work on this
paragraph,my thoughts are foregroundedwhile my typing hands and the sensationof
hunger in my stomach are backgrounded.These varied phenomena form a gestalt,
mutuallyinforming one another in the same way that figure and ground do in painting. While only an expertmeditatorcan manipulatethe shapeof experiencewilly nilly,
all subjectshave some control over the organizationof attention.As I type, for example, I constantlyfocus my attention, now foregroundingmy typing hands as I search
for a rarelyused key on the keyboard,now focusing on the upcoming sentence, now
activelybackgroundingthe distractionof my hungry stomach.
Our ability to organizethe phenomena of experience is crucialfor the constitution
of reflexive consciousness,and here we can begin to tie together the variousthreadsof
the discussionso far.Mead (1967) observesthat in situationsof effortlessactivity,experiences flow from one to the next with little or no awarenessof ourselvesor reflective
guidance;when we confront a difficulty,we stop to think, and this linguisticflow of
thoughts constitutes a reflexive "me," distinct from the acting "I." Connecting the
contemporaryanalysisof languageto Mead's classicmodel, Steve Caton has observed
that the "me" of reflexive consciousnessis an effect of reflexive language.Reflexive
languagein thought (such as, "I am hungry; I should stop working and have lunch")
does not merely describe but actually constitutes the subject, and greater or lesser
amounts of explicitnessin reflexive language map to a more foregroundedor backgrounded subjectivity(Berger1999; Caton 1993). We suggest,however, that it is not
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only reflexive language that determines this subject positioning. All actors have the
abilityto activelyorganizethe elements of their experience,and performers(verbalartists, musicians,passeggiata
[ritualpromenade]participants)areparticularlyadept at these
skills.As we illustratebelow, good musiciansknow how to control the "talkingvoice
inside the head," quieting reflexivethought and losing themselvesin the flow of sound
or invoking that reflexivevoice to solve problemson stage.As arguedabove, while the
performer'suse of reflexivelanguagemay inform the constitutionof the audience'sreflexive consciousness,nonverbalcommunication and the audience'sactive interpretation also play key roles in such a performancesituation.
All of this leadsto the thresholdof our analysisof the foundationalrole of reflexivity
in the aestheticsof performance.As we have tried to show in our discussionof performance theory, the participant'sexperience of reflexive consciousnessand subjectivity emerges from a complex dialectic of "text" (verbaland nonverbalreflexive signs,
expressiveresourcesavailableto the participants)and interpretation(the organizationof
attention and other processesthat constitutethe experience of the text). Husserl'sphenomenology is importantfor the analysisof performancebecauseit revealsthat the idea
of the subjectis necessaryfor the constitutionof both the self and the other and that the
subjectestablishesthe very possibilityof interaction.If this is true, then reflexivityis not
of interaction,active even in
an optional accompanimentto interaction,but a dimension
its absence, and any kind of reflexivity,even the absenceof reflexivity,will inform the
aestheticsof performance.Before we examine the role of reflexivityin the aestheticsof
performance,it will be usefulto explore the ways in which the participantsin performance events organize the elements of their experience and their attention to one another. Such organizationis not capriciouslyindividual;as a kind of social practice,it is
both informedby situatedand largersocial contexts and activelyachieved.We use the
to referto the culturallyspecificways in which the parterm organization
ofphenomena
event
of
a
arrangesthe various elements in her experience. We
performance
ticipant
in an eventto refer to the typicalpatternsof partial
attention
use the term organization
of
sharingamong the participantsin a performanceevent and ideologyof attentionto refer
to ideasabout partialsharingthat participantsemploy there. Some examplesfrom Berger's research(1997, 1999) illustratethese concepts.
The Social Organization of Attention in Metal, Rock, and Jazz
In ongoing fieldwork,Bergerhas explored the onstageexperiencesof four groupsof
musiciansin northeastOhio: Cleveland'sAfricanAmericanjazz musicians,largely in
their thirties, whose styles are relatedto the post-bop jazz of playerssuch as McCoy
Tyner or Chic Corea;Akron'sEuropeanAmericanjazz musicians,largelyin their forties and fifties, whose stylesare relatedto the post-bop jazz of George Shearingor the
Modem Jazz Quartet;Cleveland'scommercialhard rockers,largelyin their twenties,
whose stylesarerelatedto those of bandslike DefLeppardor Poison;andAkron'sunderground heavy metal musicians,also largelyin their twenties, whose styles range from
those of well-known metal bandslike Panterato those of death metal bandslike Morbid Angel. For ease of expression,we use the capitalizedterm Rockto refercollectively
to the commercial rock and metal scenes and the capitalizedJazz to refer collectively
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to the two jazz scenes. This usage refersspecificallyto these two pairs of scenes in
northeastOhio and is not intended to indicaterock or jazz in general.
Like all phenomenological ethnographers,Berger sought to richly sharethe experiences of his researchparticipantsand to gain insightsinto the social processesthrough
which those experiencesare constituted.One stage of the inquiryfocused on how the
participantsarrangethe variouselements in their experience. In performancethe musician is presentedwith an enormouslywide rangeof phenomena-the sound of the instrument(s),the sounds of the other players,the audience, bodily sensations,thoughts,
feelings, fantasies,and so on. If the performanceis to be successful,these phenomena
cannot merely emerge in experience but must be organized;that organizationis profoundly informedby the situatedcontext of performanceand the musician'simmediate
musicalgoals, as well as other, largersocialprojects-in short,the practicalworld of the
music scene.
Discussing the organization of phenomena in experience with the musicians, a
wealth of information emerged, and here we only focus on those data immediately
relevant to our theoretical concerns. As Mead observed (1967; see also Schutz
1976:64), the organizationof experience is practical,and, comparingall of the musicians, certaincommonalitieswere clear. For example, all of the musicianssay that, in
an ideal performance,the sound of the music inhabitsthe foregroundof their experience. In most performances,however, problemsariseand, when they do, other phenomena vie for the center of attention. For example, all of the musicians say that,
ideally,the physicalbody should lurk in the backgroundof experience;only when the
player is physicallyexhaustedor incapableof performinga desiredpart does the body
become foregrounded.Across the scenes, those playerswho "push the envelope" of
their bodily capacityare the ones most likely to be aware of their bodies in performance. For example, the heavy metal drummersexplainthat long passagesof 16th notes
on the bassdrumscan be a tough workout for the legs;when playinga particularlydemandingpassagetoward the end of a performance,the drummer'sfeet and calvesmay
get tired, and these aching limbs inevitablystealinto the center of the player'sexperience. Similarly,Jazz pianistsexplain that they are constantlypushing the limits of the
physicaltechnique;if their fingersfeel weak or stiff,they become focallyawareof their
handsand are forced to adjusttheir improvisationsto compensate.
While some problemsin performancearecommon to all the musiciansmost are specific to each scene as are the techniquesof organizingattentionthat the musiciansemploy to correct them. With the cheap amplificationfound at Rock bars,for example,
the Rockers often have a hard time hearing the other musicians in the band. The
drummer'splaying, however, is almost alwaysaudible on stage, and the nondrummer
Rock musiciansfocus on the drums to coordinatetheir performancewith that of the
inaudibleband members.Following the drummer'stempo and using the drumpartsto
guide them through the song's form, the Rockers use their drummer as an implicit
conductor and frequentlysupplementthis conducting by conjuringin imaginationthe
musicallines that are absentin perception. While audibilityis a far less frequent concern for the Jazz musicians,occasionallythe achievement of basic coordinationswith
the other musiciansbecomes an issue. Ideally,all of the membersof the band agree on
the chord changesand have synchronizedtheir tempi; in such a situation,each player's
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attention is free to flit effortlesslyamong the elements of the band'ssound, now foregrounding one instrument,now the next. Occasionally,however, the chord changes,
tempo, or voice leading become problematic.When this happens,the Jazz musicians
must actively managetheir experiences.For example,Jazz bassistsand drummersfeel a
specialresponsibilityto maintaina constantand swinging tempo; if they detect a problem, bassistsand drummerswill "lock in" on one another, mating the sound of their
own instrumentwith that of their partnerand holding the two in the center of their attention to correct the rhythmic difficulty.Such a technique of organizingattention is
basicto Jazz but is used only sporadicallyin Rock. In sum, while each music scene has
its own set of typicalproblemsand techniquesof attention, the fact of attendingto the
problematicis true of all scenes.
Some featuresof the organizationof attention, however, cannot be capturedunder
such a universalrubric,and this fact speaksto largerquestionsabout the natureof the
subject.For example, the Akronjazzers,the commercialhard rockers,and the metalheads all explain that their onstage experience is ideallycomposed of an effortlessflow
of sound and that they would actively reflect on the performanceonly if a problem
presenteditself.Any kind of thinking that did not solve a problem on the bandstandis
treatedas a distraction,and playersfrom these three scenes make effortsto quiet such
thoughts or move them to the marginsof experiences.But this was not true for the
Clevelandjazzers.In ways similarto the playersfrom the other scenes, these musicians
foregroundthe musical sound and actively reflect if there is a problem on the bandstand.But unlike the playersfrom the other scenes, however, the Clevelandjazzersreflect even when there are no immediateproblems.On an ideal night these playersmay
accompanytheir effortlessflows of perceptionand performancewith an effortlessflow
of thoughts; such thoughts may map out the overall form of the solo or plan chord
substitutions,rhythmic superimpositions,instrumentaltechniques, or other devices.
The playerssay that while they enjoy "getting lost" in the music, and while flows of
reflectionshould never occur at the expense of attentionto the sound, effortless,creative reflectioncan make for a greatperformanceand is a pleasurein itself. Such reflective practicesare deeply influenced by the larger"artmusic" ideology that is common
in the Clevelandjazz scene but are anathemato the more romantic ideologies of the
Rockers and Akron jazzers.Whether pro- or antireflective,musiciansfrom all scenes
agree that the organizationof phenomena in experience has an active component.
While Clevelandjazzersenjoy both reflectiveand nonreflectiveperformances,they can
exert a level of control over this reflection,quieting the flow of thoughtsif they want a
more direct performanceand conjuring reflectionsif they fancy a more cerebralapproach;similarly,the antireflectiveAkronjazzersand Rockers speakof activelysilencing the reflectivevoice and "losingthemselves"in the flow of sound.
These databearpowerfully on the question of the constitutionof the subject.While
the rhetoricalstructuresof a text strongly inform the positioning of the subject, the
participants'active managementof reflectionalso playsa key role in their constitution
of themselves as subjects.For example, the streamsof reflective thought that accompany the musical perceptions of the Clevelandjazzers constitute a kind of reflective
subject. While it is true that the constitution of the subject in this case is deeply informed by the art music ideology of contemporaryprogressivejazz, that constitutionis
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not determined or accomplishedby the culture. On the contrary,it is the musician's
achievement. In fact, the performer'sagency in the constitution of the subjectis manifestedin severaldifferentways and on severaldifferenttime scales.
On the time scale of an individual performance, the Cleveland jazzers actively
choose whether or not to "lose themselves"in the flow of sound or to accompany
their performancewith reflectivethought. When they do choose to reflectduringperformance, those reflections rarely emerge effortlessly;instead, attention to reflective
thought must be carefullyand activelybalancedagainstattention to the musicalsound
if the playeris to achieve an effective performance.On the time scale of their overall
musicalcareers,the Clevelandjazzerswork hardto hone and develop their improvisatory skills. Endlesslyrehearsingscales, arpeggios,rhythmic approaches,stock phrases,
and other devices, thesejazzersseek to have so profoundlyassimilatedthe raw materials
of improvisationthat they may spontaneouslyspin out improvisedpartsor engage in
reflection without having their reflectiveplans disruptthe flow of performance.'4Finally, while the jazzers'attitudestowardreflectionare deeply informedby largersocial
contexts, they are not the staticproduct of an underlyingartmusic ideology; acrossthe
spanof their career,the jazzers'attitudestoward improvisationgrow and develop, and
playersfrequentlyassessand reassesstheir attitudestoward the role of reflectionin improvisation.And even among the staunchlyantireflectiveAkron jazzers,quelling the
reflectivevoice is not a passiveaffair.On many nights, the Akronjazzershave to work
to quiet the reflective voice, and some speak of learning to focus solely on the body
and the sound as a lifelong project akin to meditation. In sum, we can see that the organizationof phenomena in experience, and thus the constitution of the subject, are
both activelyachieved by the participantand profoundlyinformedby the participant's
culture.15

All of this leads us to the issue of the player'sattention to the listenersand the larger
patternsof partial sharingthat take place between the performersand the audience
members.Distinctionsbetween Rock andJazz are most acute in these interactions.In
interviews,the Rockers are adamantabout the importanceof attendingto the crowd.
Their goal in performance,they say,is to compelthe audience'sattention,to drawthem
away from the distractionsof the bar, the pool table, or their everydayconcerns and
command the focus of every eye and ear.An evening of commercialhardrock, for example, is more an elaboratestage show than a simple concert. Set in the cavernous
spaces of Cleveland'smajor nightclubs,such shows involve elaborateprops, dazzling
lights, and, on occasion, live pyrotechnic displays.Mostly in their teens and twenties,
audiencesof severalhundredgatherat these performancesto court and flirt,enjoy the
show, and rub shoulders with musicians they believe are poised for stardom. Part
Chippendaledancer,partburlesqueclown, the commercialhardrockersdeploy flashy
costumes, catchy melodies, pounding rhythms, richly distorted guitar timbres, and
goofy or macho stageanticsin an ongoing attemptto drawthe audienceinto the show.
Interactivetechniquesplay a key role as well, and the commercialhardrockersdescribe
how eye contact, facialgestures,sing-along sections, and variouskinds of stage banter
invite audience responseand pull the listenersinto the performance.Not merely attentive to the crowd, these musiciansare also awareof the crowd's attentionto them, and
they constantlymonitor the crowd's responselevel to "get a fix" on how their antics
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are invoking the experiences of the listeners.While the metalheadsemploy different
imageryin their stagepersona,they too attendto the crowd and seek to drawaudience
membersinto the performance.Compulsion, achievedwith variousamountsof success
by differentperformerson differentnights, is the ideology of attentionin the commercial hard rock and metal scenes. Such an ideology is sharedby Rock listenersas well,
and most Rock fansgo to shows seeking to be "swept away"by the music.
The organizationof attentionbetween audience and performerin Rock events displaysa dynamictypicalof feedbackloops. On a good night the musiciansand the audience members attend to one anotherin a powerful fashion;their mutualattentionand
interactiveexchanges spur each other to ever more intense partialsharingand enjoyment. Conversely, Rock performerswho fail to attend to and interactwith the crowd
receive a distractedor apatheticresponse,which in turn may demoralizethe musicians
and furtherlimit their engagementwith the music and the crowd. The dynamicsof attention in Rock performancesexist in the space defined by these poles of either complete engagement or complete disengagement,and, acrossthe span of a performance,
the level of mutual attentionconstantlyvaries.It is importantto keep in mind here that
the audience members'active interpretationsplay a key role in these dynamics.While
the best Rock band may be able to compel the attention of even the most hostile and
distractedaudience members,listenersalso have the abilityto decide whether or not to
attendto the music. Even if the band makesevery effortto engage the crowd, a display
of disattentionby particularcrowd members sometimes can serve as a self-fulfilling
prophecy, dissuadingother crowd membersfrom engagingwith a failingband. In fact,
the crowd's reflexive monitoring of their own engagementis the primaryyardstickby
which listenersand criticsrateRock bands.While some fansand criticsjudge bandsby
specific musical techniques, performancesare primarilydeemed successfulor unsuccessful on the basis of whether the band is able to compel the audience's attention,
pulling them irresistiblyinto the flow of the music and giving them their money's
worth.
In contrast,the ideology of attentionfor nightclubJazzis one of invitation.Discussing
audience-performerissues,the Jazzerssay that they enjoy an attentive crowd, but the
patronsof the clubs where they play rarelycome just to listen to the band. Because of
this the musiciansmust focus on the music, creatingsounds that invite the patrons'attentions. If the crowd listensto the music, good; if the crowd ignoresthe performance,
the players simply accept this disattention.While a few of the Akron musiciansare
carefulto quote the composed melody duringimprovisationand use other techniques
to make their playing accessibleto the listeners,all of the Jazzersagree that actively
drawingthe crowd into the music is difficultand undesirable.Some say thatjazz improvisationis so demanding they cannot play their best if they have to focus on the
audience and try to make them listen; others say that if the crowd does not make the
effortto listen, why should they expend efforttryingto draw them in? Led by this ideology of invitation, the Jazzersexplainthat, on an ideal night, musicalsound is situated
in the foreground of the experience, and an attentive audience rests in the defining
background;lurkingjust outside the center of attention, an appreciativecrowd shades
the focal sounds with excitement in the same way that a dull headache restson the
margins of a bad day, shading all of the foregrounded experiences with a quality of
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annoyance.On most nights,however, the playersareawarethat few people arelistening,
but the chatterof the drinkersand the bustle from the bar are seen as distractionsto be
ignored.
The nightclub audience'sideology of attention cogs into that of the Jazz musicians.
Although some Ohio jazz fansgo to nightclubswith the expressedintent of listeningto
the music, most of the patronsof the nightclubswhere Berger'sresearchtook place attend to the musiciansonly sporadically.For most of the night, the music lurks in the
backgroundof their experienceand sets a mood. The ideologies of the Jazzersand their
audiences produce an organizationof attention in the event that has greatlydiffering
dynamics from those found in Rock. While attentive crowds can inspire the players,
many great Jazz performanceshave occurred in empty bars or while an oblivious
crowd drinksand chats.On most nights, the partialsharingof experience forJazzersis
intense among the musicianson the bandstandand among each individual group of
chattingpatrons;the crowd as a whole servesas a backgroundin the performers'experiences, while the band and the other patronsin the barserve as a backgroundfor each
individualgroup of chattingdrinkers.Like the organizationof phenomenain experience,
the largerpatternsof attention and partialsharingin an event emerge as a dialectic of
social context and agency, informedby the practicalcontingenciesof the performance,
own creativeagency.16
largerculturalbeliefsaboutthe usesof music,and the participant's
The Reflexive Dimension of Experiences of Interactionand
the Aesthetics of Reflexivity
The issuesexaminedin the lastsection are significantfor performancetheory and the
largerinterestsof this articlebecause they show that the organizationof experience is
neither capriciouslyindividual nor merely peripheralto expressivebehavior; on the
contrary,the effectiveorganizationof experience is a necessarycondition of interaction
in general,and performancein particular.Within this areathe participant'sreflexive attention to herself and metacommunicativesignalingof that attention forms a specific
set of subproblems.Participantsin a performancedo not simplyarrangethe elements of
their experience and attendor disattendto the othersin the event. On the contrary,the
may be awareof herselfas thefocusof another'sattention,and thatparticipant
participant
may
share
how her actionsare emergingin the experience
partially
of the others;as phenomena,
awarenessof this type may be foregroundedor backgroundedin experienceand metacommunicativelysignaledin a varietyof ways. Such reflexiveconsciousnessand metacommunicative signalingplay a key role in the aestheticsof performance.We can gain
insightsinto this processby returningbrieflyto the metal, rock, andjazz data.As they
monitor the audience'sattention, for example, the Rockers do not merely sharewith
the crowd the meanings of the words and the emotions portrayedby the music; the
players are also partiallyaware of the intensity and affective tenor with which the
crowd is listeningto them (for example, distractedappreciationor riveteddisgust).We
use the term reflexivedimensionof experiences
to refer to a performer'sor
of interaction
audience member'sawarenessof herselfas a participantin an interaction,her awareness
of the other'sattentiontowardher, and any additionalhigher-orderreflexiveawareness
that is presentin the experience.
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The dialectics of this reflexive consciousness and the participant'smetacommunicative
signaling of that consciousness are rich and complex. Such signaling may be intentional
(when a rocker actively makes eye contact with a front row audience member to try
engage her attention) or unintentional (when the same musician may inadvertently
yawn during the hundredth performance of the same song); obvious in the flow of interaction (as when a derisive musician turns his back to a listening crowd), subtly stated
(as when a jazz drummer plays a bossa nova flavored phrase to acknowledge the attention of a Latin music fan in the club), or implicit (as when a piano player drops his dynamic level during a bass solo); an honest representation of the participant's attention
(as in the rapt stares of an entranced audience member); or a dishonest representation
(as when a tired rocker suppresses a yawn to obscure her boredom).
However they relate to a performer's actual awareness, metacommunicative signals
of the performer's reflexive consciousness play a key role in the audience's experience
of the meaning of the performance, informing all of the other elements of the communication in a holistic fashion reminiscent of that described by akobson in his analysis of
language functions (1960:11). Rock guitar players explain, for example, that creating a
good performance is not only a question of playing the right songs or having a good
light show; to entertain the crowd, they say, the musicians must display the fact that
they are having a good time, engaging with the music, and attending to the crowd.
Such metacommunicative expressions of reflexive awareness form a gestalt with the
other elements of the performance, infusing them with affect and meaning. In rock
guitar technique, subtleties of vibrato, pick attack, and string bending are taken as signs
of the performer's engagement; such techniques in a guitar solo infuse that solo with a
quality of energy and vitality. Audiences interpret weak vibrato, dull attack, and inaccurate bends as a sign of the guitarist's distraction, and such metacommunicative signaling informs the listener's overall experience of the solo, making dull a performance of
even the most stunningly composed melody. Further, even those soloists who are able
to provide nuanced vibrati, strong attacks, and accurate bends in a distracted state must
accompany their solos with facial expressions, gestures, stage antics, and other metacommunicative signals that indicate their engagement with the music. Such signaling is
the mark of a professional. Jeff Johnston, a stalwart of the Cleveland rock scene, explains to Berger that the musician is paid to excite the crowd; to do the job, rock musicians must display intense engagement regardless of whether or not they enjoy the
music or can even hear their instruments above the sound of the other performers. Regardless of the quality of the composition or the techniques used, a bored and distracted
stage demeanor colors the audience's interpretation and ruins the aesthetic and rhetorical effect of the performance.
While performance is experienced as a gestalt of metacommunicative signs and the
other expressions in the event, audiences may constitute such gestalts in a variety of
ways. Alternative rock listeners, for example, relentlessly criticize commercial hard
rock musicians for their facial expressions, bodily gestures, and instrumental techniques.
While the commercial hard rockers feel that such metacommunicative signaling
displays deep involvement with the music, the alternative fans believe that such exaggerated signaling reflects an obnoxious self-consciousness rather than an intense involvement with the music. Further, while metacommunicative signals play a key role
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in positioningthe subject,the mere existence of these signs-the mere fact oftextuality
itself-does not guaranteesubject positioning; such signalsare actively employed by
the performersand actively interpretedby the audience. In the rock data,for example,
the high decibel levels, pyrotechnics,bodily gestures,flashycostumes, and displaysof
virtuosity are all intended to serve a positioning function-to literallytransformthe
variouslydrinking, flirting, and chatting bar patronsinto a music audience. But this
transformationis not guaranteedby the fact of performance.While the best rock bands
on their best nights may be able to fully compel the crowd's attention,the abilityto do
this only comes about through great effort and must be achieved anew in each performance. Further, as we have shown, bar patrons actively interpret rock performances-ignoring the band if they are involved in a seriousconversation,foregrounding
mistakesand backgroundingpositive featuresof the performanceif they choose to be
difficult, or actively silencing the criticalvoice and losing themselves in the music if
they wish to supportthe band.
Finally,such signalingand interpretationmay be highly multilayered.For example,
the angst-riddensinger/songwriterwho staresinto a raptcrowd with an expressionless
visagesignals"I know you are listening,but I am singingthese songs for myself and do
not careabout your attention";such multilayeredmetacommunicationcolors the confessionalnarrativesand meanderingmelodies in the foregroundof the crowd's experience and is crucial to the overall aesthetic effect of the performance. Like the
"never-endingspiral"to which Rex Stout alludesin the first epigraphof this article,
reflexivesignalsand reflexiveinterpretationshave a nearlyinfinite potentialfor layering
and self-reference.
The examplesused so far might suggestthat reflexive signalingis only importantin
popular culture or in situations where the performer'sstyle and persona are foregrounded, but this is not the case. Reflexivity is crucialfor all types of performance.
Metacommunicativesignalingmay be embedded in the "text" (as in the vibrato and
pick attackof the guitarsolo), presentedin accompanyingcommunication (such as facial gestures,kinesics, or proxemics), or both.'7 At certainmoments in the history of
Western art music, for example, audience membersand performerswere expected to
attend to the musicalsound and disattendto gesture,kinesics,costume, and so on. Although signalsof the performer'sreflexive consciousnesswere primarilyembedded in
the musicalsound (timbre,embellishment,dynamic,tempo, and so on), such signaling
was still plentiful. Further,adjectivesused to describethe performer'sreflexive awareness were (and are) omnipresent in the vocabularyof the classicalmusic critic. It is
common, for example, in that discourse to refer to a pianist's ornamentationor a
singer'stimbre as "self-conscious,""intimate,"or "precious."And while muted gestures and facialexpressionsmay be taken for grantedin performanceand highly backgrounded in the audience's experience, they are still crucial for the participants'
experiencesof the event.
The importanceof reflexivityfor all types of performanceleadsus back to the notion
of the phenomenology of intersubjectivityand the centralpoint of this discussion:Reflexive consciousnessand metacommunicationabout that consciousnessare not optional accompanimentsto interaction;all experiences of interaction with an othereven the most naive,nonreflexiveinteractions-havea reflexivedimension.This reflexive
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dimension is inherent in the very notion of subjectivity. Husserl's examination of the
body shows that the concept of the subject is necessary for our awareness of both self
and other, that self and other are two examples of this larger, more basic notion.
Husserl's discussion of space also shows that, because of the richness of perception, our
experience of objects in the immediate physical environment directly implies the possibility of other subjectivities-our own future subjectivity and the subjectivity of others;
this richness secures the very possibility of intersubjectivity and social interaction. The
notion of interaction implies that the participants have a mutual orientation toward
each other's experience; as a result, when two people (Tina and Tom) interact, Tina's
participation in the interaction implies her awareness of herself as a subject and her
awareness of Tom as another subject attending to her. In other words, the very definition of interaction entails that each subject at least has the potentialto be aware of how
she is emerging in the other's experience. Because the awareness of the other's experience is the necessary condition for interaction to occur at all, reflexive awareness is a
dimension of all experiences of interaction, not an optional accompaniment, and the
apparent absence of reflexivity is merely a type of reflexivity. In situations where I am
oblivious to how I emerge in your experience, my failure to be mindful of your attention to me is not an escape from the reflexive dimension but a position within it. The
bore who blathers on, even when her interlocutor is clearly dozing, has not transcended the reflexive dimension but simply found an unfortunate place in its continuum. Likewise, the rocker who fails to display engagement with the music and
awareness of the audience has not escaped the reflexive continuum because the very
(apparent) absence of reflexivity informs the audience's experience of the event. Just as
the spatial dimensions of height, width, and length are irreducible to one another and
are necessary for providing a full description of the location of any physical object, all
interaction (and, therefore, all performance) involves a reflexive dimension that is irreducible to the other dimensions and must be accounted for if we wish to fully describe
any given interaction.
These ideas are important to performance in several ways. Like much theoretical
work on expressive culture, this discussion has sought to provide ethnographers with
intellectual tools necessary for achieving richer insights into the experiences of their research participants. We hope that ethnographers of performance, understanding reflexivity in the way we have suggested here, will attend to the subtle and pervasive ways
that reflexive consciousness and metacommunicative signaling inform performance.
None of this is to suggest that performance is merely about the participants' attention
to one another. Performance has "content" beyond mere reflexive signaling. (In fact,
the hallmark of preciously hyper-reflexive art is that it, like the insular relationship described by Joe Jackson in the second epigraph of this article, seems to be about nothing
more than endless self-reference.) The point of our discussion of Husserl has been to
show that one's awareness of oneself as a partner in an interaction and one's orientation
toward the other's experience are constitutive of interaction; as a result, reflexivity is
present in all performances, even the most text-centered or unselfconscious, and is crucial for the overall aesthetics of performance. But while reflexivity is a universal feature
of performance, attitudes toward reflexivity in performance vary greatly. Each culture,
subculture, and event participant has an aesthetic of reflexivity, a set of ideas that dictate
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the desiderataof reflexive consciousnessand its metacommunicativesignalingin performance.A brief descriptionof Del Negro's research(1999) on the Italianpasseggiata
illustrateshow these ideasmay be usefulin the analysisof performance.

The Aestheticsof Reflexivityin the Ritual Promenadeof CentralItaly
Del Negro's ongoing researchfocuses on Sasso,18a rapidlyindustrializingtown of
3,000 people on Italy'sAdriaticcoast. In the local view, Sassohas been seen as a cosmopolitan village with close affinitiesto the nearby coastalcenters.The townsfolk affectionatelycall it lapiccolaPangi dell'Abruzzo (the little Parisof the Abruzzo)and point
to its attractivepiazza (downtown area)and well-known passeggiataas a sign of the
town's civilita (civility). More than a source of local identity, the passeggiataserves as
the main occasion for public sociabilityand expressivityin the town. Set in the lively,
cinematic atmosphere of the piazza, the passeggiatainvolves an arrayof greetings,
glances, gestures, and costumes that intertwine to create a richly textured canvas of
meanings(Silverman1975). The main activityof the event is strolling,and on summer
evenings and weekend afternoonsa cross-sectionof the population descendsinto the
piazzato pace their vasche(aps or circuits)up and down Vittorio Emanuele,the town's
main street (corso).
While the term passeggiata
literallymeans "promenade"and specifito
refers
the
cally
period of piazzastrollingbetween 5:30 and 8:00 p.m., Sassanioften
use it as a broad concept to referto any kind of leisure or play. The weekday passeggiataannounces the end of the work day and servesas a moment of sharedpublic culture before the privatefamilymeal. A condensed version of the passeggiataoccursafter
church on Sunday,duringwhich families,kin groups,and factionsof the local political
elites walk together, often strollingarmin arm, and dominate il corso.
The ideology of attention in the passeggiatais one of spatiallyorganized,interactive
scrutiny,and a variety of beliefs and practicesinform the typicalpatternsof organizing
phenomena in experience that the participantsemploy. While Sassaniview the entire
event as a performance,townsfolk can frametheir actionsas more or less performative
by their choice of clothing and the location of their strollingon the street.Maximally
performativeparticipants"dressto the nines" and stroll down the center of the street,
while those who desirelesspublic attentionwalk along the side of il corso. Participants
who choose to watch the proceedingsare largelysegregatedby gender, with the men
viewing the event from the sidewalkbarsand the older women and widows observing
from terracesand stoops. Dress and comportment are carefullymonitored, and while
those observing from the barsand porches are not consideredto be promenading,to
even appearin the piazzabetween 5:30 and 8:00 p.m. is to submitoneself to a sophisticated aesthetic of public performanceand scrutiny. In interviews Sassaniexplain that
the good strollerhas uprightpostureand a forward-orientedgaze; sidewardglancesare
considered to be bad form, especiallyfor young women. As a result of these shared
ideas about behavior, the focus of the stroller'sattention constantlyshiftsfrom person
to person in the oncoming streamof promenadingtownsfolk. Like the sound of a car
radioin the experience of a sight-seeingdriver,thoughts about the other stroller'sperformancesand the conversationof one's immediate strolling companions rest in the
near backgroundof the stroller'sexperience. In the more distantbackground,but no
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less important, are those Sassaniwalking on the side of the street or sitting on the
porches and in the bars.Their presencein the piazzaand their carefulattention to the
event informsthe experiencesof those in the center of the street,coloring those experiences with energy and transformingthe simple act of walking into a performance.
The observersfocus on the ongoing parade of strollers,now admiring Paolo's new
jacket, now noting Maria'sflirtatiousglance. The commentary of one's immediate
companions restsjust off the center of attention, while a backgroundawarenessof the
performanceas a performanceconstitutesthe very possibilityof the event.
The organizationof attentionin the passeggiataevent that flows from these ideasand
practicesis rich and complex. As in the Rock events, the partialsharingamong the participantsdisplaysthe dynamicsof a feedbackloop. On the best nightsin the piazza,the
gaiety and grace of each participant'sdisplayis reflected back to her in the admiring
gazes of the other strollers,amplifyingboth her and their enjoyment,makingthe event
come alive. On slow nights, the paucity of other strollersto see and by whom to be
seen limits the performativepotentialof even the most elegantSassani.Unlike the participantsin the Rock events, however, most of the passeggiataparticipantsare both
performersand audience members,with the greatestattention focused on the participants in the center of the street. As a result, partialsharingis focal and bidirectional
among the numerous strollerswalking along the center of il corso. Partialsharingbetween the street crowd and the sidewalkcrowd is also interactive,with the strollersin
the center and the observerson the marginsof both the physicaland the phenomenal
space.
In a highly interactiveevent such as this, seeing and being seen aresignificant,ongoing
activities;indeed, they are the very point of the event. The mannerin which a stroller
looks at others signalsher attention to them; acknowledging the attention of others is
not merely a feature of the interactivemechanics of the event. On the contrary,the
style with which these practicesof observationand signalingis achieved is one of the
primary aesthetic criteriaby which performanceis judged. In the experience of the
other participants,a stroller'smetacommunicativesignalingof her reflexiveconsciousness forms a gestaltwith her clothing, coif, and gait, and informsthe overall aesthetic
effect she generates.To gain insightinto this process,Del Negro videotapedexamples
of the event and conducted feedbackinterviewsabout those tapeswith the townsfolk.
In the interviews,the concept of disinvoltura
(poise or ease of manners)emerged as one
which
standards
main
aesthetic
the
of
by
performanceis judged; in fact, disinvolturais,
at leastpartially,an aestheticof reflexivity.During the event, the criteriaof disinvoltura
is most strictlyapplied to the maximallyperformativeparticipants-those strolling in
the center of the streetor wearing especiallyfine clothing. To achieve disinvolturathe
performermust acknowledge that she is performingand that others are paying attention to the performancewithout drawingundue attentionto either fact.
The concept is best illustratedby negative example. In the feedbackinterviews, a
woman strollerwas sharplycriticizedby all of the interviewees. Paradingdown the
center of the street in a skirt, sweater,blazer, and pumps, her proud, mechanicalgait
markedher walking as a very self-consciousperformance.At the same time, she conspicuously failed to make eye contact or greet passersby,a fact that the interviewees
interpretedasactiveandostentatiousdisattentionto others.As a result,her walkperformed
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contradictorymessages-"I am performing,pay attention"at the same time as "I don't
see you; I am alone on il corso."This metacommunicativedissonanceis experiencedas
rudenessand haughtiness,the opposite of disinvoltura.While this strollerdid not exhibit disheveledhair, clashingaccessories,or an unsightlyslouch, her metacommunicative signalingof her excessive awarenessof herself as a performercolored her overall
performanceand produceda displaythat drew the ire of Del Negro's respondents.
This example involves very obvious metacommunication,but unintentionalmetacommunicationby a performermay alsoplay a key role in the observer'sexperience of
performance.In another piece of footage, a woman in her twenties, whom we shall
call the "distractedwalker,"promenadesdown the center of the streetin a beige, fine
quality,tailoredsuit. As she walks along, however, this strollerconstantlyglancesfrom
left to right in a bored fashion,as if searchingfor a person in the crowd. Though her
dressis impeccable, she completely failsto achieve disinvoltura.Her clothes and location in the streetframeher behavioras a performanceand call out for the other participants' attention; however, her unconcealed distractiontells the audience that we are
not appearingin her experience.She could eliminatethis faux pas in one of two ways.
If she strolledon the side of the streetor the sidewalkshe would no longer attractthe
criticalattention of others and would be free to searchfor her friend. In so doing, she
would not achieve disinvoltura-thisterm is usuallyreservedfor those in full performance mode-but neither would shefare una bruttafigura(cut a poor figure) and draw
opprobriumfrom the crowd. If she wishes to stay in the center of the street,she must
keep her head forward, gracefully acknowledge the attention her performance
prompts, and glance about for her friendwith greatersubtlety.But calling out for the
attention of all and sundry and clearly disattendingto the event, this strollercannot
achieve disinvoltura,no matterhow fine her tailoredsuit or how well coiffed her hair.
Independentof her distraction,or even because of it, this women's dresswould almost
certainlybe consideredstylishby onlookers at a jazz nightclubin Akron, Ohio. But in
an event dominated by an aesthetic of disinvoltura,such a performancewas widely
seen as a failure.19
With respectto our earliertheoreticalanalysis,it is worth noting that
it is exactly this stroller'sfailureto achieve a reflexive awarenessof herselfas a participant-the absenceof the acceptedkind of reflexivity-that transformsthe performance
into a failure.The reflexivedimension of performancecannot be transcended.
The aestheticsof reflexivitysuggestedby these examplesis deeply informed by the
largerideas about gender in centralItaliansociety, and the politics of the passeggiatais
fraught with power relations and contradictions.As Deborah Kapchan has argued
(1994; see also Del Negro and Berger2001), it is not uncommon in world culturesfor
postureto be given a moralvalue. The Sassaniproscriptionagainstglancingto the side,
for example, is taught to girlsfrom a young age and explainedin termsof the biblical
injunction to fare la stradadiritta(walkthe straightpath). Unconcealed sidewardglances
are interpretedas sexuallysuggestive,asif the woman in questionwere looking for sexual partners,and those women who promenade with a straightposture and literally
"walk the straightpath" are seen as chaste and proper. While women's performances
are regulatedby an almost panoptic public scrutiny,some female participantsactively
contradictthe conventions of the event, and others use those conventions to explore
and even resistprevailingideas about gender and local identity. For example, a few
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young women-dressed in short skirts and low-cut tops and glancing about flirtatiously-openly disregardthe norms ofpasseggiataperformanceand are routinelycriticized for their display.In a ratherdifferentvein a number of middle-aged,professional
women actively co-opt the local value of cosmopolitanismto garer for themselvesan
image of power and respectability.Attiredin markedlyconservativedesignerclothing,
these women use fashion to referenceboth the urbanesophisticationso highly valued
in the town and their own statusas bourgeois professionals;in so doing, they earn for
themselves a measureof respect outside of the traditionalroles of debutante,wife, or
mother. While their demeanor and comportmentconform to a fairlystandardversion
of Sassanidisinvoltura,their displayof respectabilityis so potent that they are free to
comment on the displaysof other performerswith an openness that would be unacceptable for most passeggiataparticipants.Our final example goes beyond these relatively straightforwarddynamics and illustrateshow one local passeggiataparticipant
creativelymanipulateslocal ideas about gender, cosmopolitanism,comportment, and
reflexivityto achieve a subtle, multilayeredperformancethat is interpretedin a variety
of differentways by local observers.
A popularwoman in her earlytwenties, Rosa Di Roma is well known throughout
the town for her unconventional clothing and style. While she sometimes wears short
skirts,her passeggiataperformancesare not especiallysexualized,and she is best known
in the piazzafor her heavy, thick-soledJean-PaulGauthiershoes and the sharpcontrast
of her naturallypale complexion with her raven-dyed hair and black, Cher-inspired
eye liner.A conventionaltop, jacket, and haircutround out her look. Such elementsof
style make a statementin themselves;while the shoes, eye liner, and hair color reference the contemporaryand assertivefashionsof Rome or Milan, her unexceptional
clothing downplaysthe significanceof style, suggestinga cooler attitude to the event
and the high value the town placeson it. But the clothing never appearsin the passeggiata by itself, and the metacommunicativesignalsthat accompany the performance
color and transformthe largeraestheticeffect generatedby Rosa's strolling.An infrequent participantin the passeggiata,Rosa does not achieve disinvolturain the conventional sense.While she failsto acknowledgethe passersbyin the traditionalmanner,she
is not oblivious to her surroundingsin the way the distractedwalker is. Instead,her
gaze registersthe fact that others are watching but communicatesneither anxious concern for the others' reactionsnor haughty disdainfor their attention. Her reactionsto
the other strollers'performancesare equallybland, betrayingneither pleasurenor disgust. In sum, Rosa is indifferentto the attentionsand the performancesof others.
The interpretationsof this multifaceted displayvary. Many traditionalSassanisee
Rosa as a clown. While designer clothes are popular on the passeggiata,Chanel suits
and tailored outfits are the styles that appeal to the more conservative townsfolk.
Though her heavy shoes and retro-sixtieseye liner may referencethe fashionablestyles
of Italy'smajor cities, Rosa's detractorssee her bored demeanor and unpresupposing
top and skirt as a criticism of Sasso'scosmopolitan pretensionsand restrictivesexual
mores. More importantly,these participantssee little distinctionbetween Rosa's indifference and the haughtywalker'sfailureto acknowledge others;both are affecteddisplays and both fail to achieve disinvoltura.Others in the town, however, take a
differentview. While these residentssee her shoes, eyeliner,and hair as a stylish,daring
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statement,such objects would be meaninglesswithout the proper comportment and
the metacommunicativesignalssuch comportmentprovides. LocatingRosa's indifferent gaze in the context of her occasionalparticipationin the event and her common
top and skirt, Rosa's supportersinterpret her indifferent glance at face value-as a
genuine reflection of indifference.From this perspective, Rosa is experienced as her
own person, a cosmopolitanfigurewho enjoysstyle (the shoes, eyeliner,and so on) but
is neither mired in the time-consuming ritualsof shopping and pre-passeggiataprimping and preening nor impressedby the displaysof the other townsfolk. If Rosa completely ignored the presence of others or wore aggressively cheap or disheveled
clothing, she would almostcertainlylose these supportersand be interpretedas nothing
more than an obnoxious poseur.But her combination of stylishand common clothing
and the (perceived)effortlessnessof her indifferenceserve as metacommunicativesignals of a genuinely partialengagementwith the event; such signalsinform the overall
aestheticeffect of her performance,producinga sense of stylishnessthat resiststhe more
restrictiveoptions of Chanel-suit respectabilityand come-hither sexuality. Such fine
points of performanceare, of course, open to interpretation,and it was for this reason
that Rosa was frequentlythe topic of debatein the Sassanipasseggiata.

Conclusion
In all of these displays,we see clearexamplesof Bauman's1989 notion of performance-heightened, aesthetic action oriented toward an other. Implicit in Bauman's
definitionis the fact that performanceis not merelythe creationof text or the transmission of signs;performanceis grounded in an underlying awarenessthat both the self
and the other are subjects,that both the self and other have the potential to experience
the world and sharetheir experienceswith others. Mediatingbetween this grounding
potential, this fact of subjectivity,and the particularexperiences of performersand
audiences are the contingencies of each individualsituation and the endlesslayersof
sedimentedsocial practiceand belief. Ideologies of attentionand reflexivityinform the
participants'practices of organizing their experiences, partiallysharingthose experiences with others and signalingtheir awarenessof themselvesas actorsand objects of
attention. The aestheticeffectsthat emerge in this complex space are never simply the
outcome of the referentialmeaning of the words, the sensualappealof the sound, or
the abstractstructuralrelationsof the parts,althoughsuch factorsmay indeed play a key
role. For performanceto occur at all, the participantsmust have an awarenessof one
anotheras experiencingsubjects,and this fact constitutesthe reflexivedimensionof experiences of interaction, a continuum where even the absence of self-awarenessis
merely a kind of self-awareness.Such reflexiveconsciousnessand its metacommunicative signalinginteractswith the other elements of the performanceto produce a complex whole, a gestaltin which each element informsthe other and contributesto the
overallaestheticand rhetoricaleffect of the performance.
It is importantto note that metacommunicativesignalsof the performer'sreflexive
consciousnessare transmittedthrough both transitoryand durablemedia. While gaze
and comportment may reflect a participant'simmediate attention to others, expensive
clothing and carefullyapplied makeup indicate that the participanthas thought about
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the event beforehandand is committed to the act of display.In the distractedwalker
example, the very care that went into her choice of clothing servesas a signal of her
concern for the attention of others,but it is the tension between her highly performative outfit and her highly distracteddemeanorthat producesthe overallaestheticeffect.
The variousmedia of passeggiataperformancerange in their durability,from the physique (which is achieved through ongoing effort and remainsrelativelystableduring a
performanceevent), to wardrobe(alsoachieved through ongoing effortand only fully
displayedacrossseveralperformances),to the clothes and makeup donned for a particularoccasion, to the ever-changingdetailsof comportment, demeanor,and gaze. In
fact, it is the interplayofmetacommunicativesigns of varyingdegreesof durabilitythat
constitutesthe overall aestheticeffect of the performance.
The potential of durablemedia to indicate the participant'sreflexive consciousness
makes the ideas in this articleapplicableto the study of recordedmusic, foodways, literarystudies, materialculture, and other performancesthat do not take place in faceto-face interaction. The overproducedrecording, the novel dense with allusion, the
carvedbox covered with too much decorationall signaltheir creator'sprecious,reflexive attention to herselfas one creatingan object for the heightened, aestheticattention
of others. The rich dialecticswe have explored throughout (the interplayof reflexive
consciousnessand its metacommunicativesignaling,the dialogue of text and interpretation) apply in more mediated communication as well, but the nature of the media
and the attendantgeneric and practicalconstraintsbring about differentdynamicsof reflexivity. Take the example (partiallyinspiredby the film Big Night)of an Italianfood
critic dining in an ItalianAmerican restaurant.Here, the pastasauce lightly flavored
with garlicand served especiallyfor the critic not only signalsthe chefs awarenessthat
the patron is a connoisseur,such flavoringalso signalsthe chefs awarenessthat Italians
feel that ItalianAmericansstereotypethe Italianboardas nothing more than a platform
for garlicand olive oil. As in face-to-face interactions,interpretationplaysa key role in
the participants'aestheticresponses.Thus, the critic'sexperience of the sauce may be
positively informed by the chefs implicit reflexive awareness,metacommunicatively
signaledby the muted garlic;alternatively,the critic may also interpretthe paucity of
garlicas a self-consciousand ostentatiousreferenceto Italiantastes.Further,the interaction of the chef and the patron is influencedby the dynamicsof the media. Unlike
the face-to-face interactionsof the passeggiataor the Rock andJazz performances,the
more slowly mediated interactionof the kitchen-bound chef and dining critic allows
feedback to occur only between courses or when the restaurantreview appearsin
print. But like the face-to-face interactions,highly mediated interactionsstill involve
partialsharing, reflexive consciousness,metacommunicativesignaling, and a mutual
orientation of the subjectsto each other's experiences. It is beyond the scope of the
currentarticleto explore how the dynamicsof media and genre impacton the aesthetics of reflexivity,but it is our hope that these concepts will be useful in the interpretation of all mannerof folklore and expressiveculture.
It is our argumentthat reflexivityis not some optional addition to oversophisticated
and highly ironic performancesbut that, on the contrary,it is built into the very structure of intersubjectivityand is essentialto the aestheticsof performance.Do you like
music?The question,we argue,does not turnsolelyon your evaluation
BarbraStreisand's
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of her vocal quality,choice of repertoire,or arrangements.To us-and, we suspect,to
most people-Streisand's performancesare supremelyself-aware;each note is accompanied by a reminderthat she knows you arewatching, that she wantsyou to shareher
emotions, and that she believes her performancedeservesthe greatestattention. If you
find this reflexivityto be the justifiablehonesty of a greatartistor a refreshingfeminist
self-confidence, then you probablywill like her music. If you prefersingerswho generatethe impressionof intimacy,who engage in Bauman'sdenialof performance,you
will probablyfind Streisandto be stagyand affected.We hope other scholarswill find
these concepts useful. We believe that folkloristicattentionto the reflexive dimension
of experience can substantiallyenrich our understandingof the aestheticsof performance. Our largergoal hasbeen to furtherthe centralprogramofBauman'sperformance
theory-the grounding of folklore studies in the lived experiences of expressiveculture.

Notes
This article was based on a paper presented at panel entitled "Towards New Perspectives on Verbal
Art as Peformance:Contemporary Visions and Alternate Directions at the Twentieth Anniversary,"
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Folklore Society in Austin, Texas, on 31 October
1997. Jack Santino, Richard Bauman, and Keith Sawyer read earlier drafts of this article and we
gratefullyacknowledge their input and perspectives.
'Just as the aesthetic effect of a song or a story is difficult to describe, so too is the notion of
"aesthetics"highly resistantto theoreticalformulation. While it is well beyond the scope of this article to
define this concept, we are able to articulatethe kinds of experiences we have in mind when we use this
word. Folklorists commonly talk about the "meaning" of folklore, and by aestheticwe (Berger and Del
Negro) refer to an experience of meaning as it is enmeshed with some valual quality-affect, style,
desirability, and so on. Such a definition includes the qualities traditionallyassociated with the word
aesthetic (beauty and ugliness) but does not draw distinctions between the different domains of the
valual; further, this definition emphasizes the links between those qualities and other dimensions of
meaning in experience. By aestheticresponseand aestheticeffect,we simply mean experiences of meaningvalue constituted by a subject as she engages with expressive culture.
2Several factors have gone into our choice of examples for this article. Northeast Ohio and central
Italy have been long-standing field sites for the authors and our long familiaritywith these regions has
provided a rich source of materials for discussion. More importantly, however, we have chosen to
explore these highly divergent examples to emphasize the fact that reflexivity is central to all performance and communication, independent of the media and genres involved. Limited to neither music nor
bodily display, popular culture nor traditionalfolk custom, reflexivity is an issue whenever an individual
takes responsibilityto displayartisticcompetence.
3For a theoretical analysis of the role of reflexive language in subject positioning, see Silverstein's
notion of indexical creativity (1976:34).
4Approachingperformancetheory from theater studies, Richard Schechner (1985) engages with these
issues in a different fashion. Analogous to the folklorists'discussionsof reflexive language is Schechner's
sophisticated analyses of framing. Schechner's comparative work on theater and ritual illustrateshow
different types of framing constitute different types of "performancesystems" (ritual, theater, historical
reenactments, theme parks; 1985:95) and how the subtle meanings of performance are established
through the use of multiple levels of framing (1985:92-93, 280). Focusing on space ratherthan language,
his work shows how the physical setting in which an event occurs-the total environment of the
"village" or "town" in historical reenactments, the traditionaltheater with its framing proscenium arch
(1985:94-96), or the complex spaces of experimental theater (1985:266-270, 302-307)--establishes the
performativeframe.
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Further, Schechner's interpretationof the idea of framed behavior has interesting implications for the
problem of subject positioning. Building on the work of Gregory Bateson and Victor Turner, Schechner
suggests that the performance frame is essentially unstable, producing a situation in which "multiple
selves coexist in an unresolved dialectical tension" (1985:6). While Schechner does not explore the
microlevel mechanisms of reflexive language and reflexive consciousness through which these selves
interact, his emphasis on the ludic and flexible nature of subject positioning is consonant with the
approacheswe develop here.
5In fact, Lee's (1993) own stance on agency and subject positioning is ambivalent. In most of the
article, Lee depicts the text or the rhetorical structuresof language as the source of subject positioning.
For example: "Frege's work allows us to see very clearly how a genre of philosophicaldiscourseuses
mathematics and logic as its guiding ideal for analysisand creates an image of subjectivity which is the
product of both that ideal and the particularmetalinguistic structuresavailablein SAE [StandardAverage
European] for representingsubjectivity" (1993:366, emphasis added). While Lee does not attend to the
reader'srole in the constitution of the subject, he does have passagesin which he representsthe authors'
creative uses of language as the agent of the subject positioning. For example: "Both Frege and
stream-of-consciousness writers create their views of subjectivity by utilizing the metalinguistic structures of SAE" (1993:390). Likewise, employing agentive terms to discuss Woolfs innovative use of
rhetorical devices, Lee suggests that "in the hands of such artists as Virginia Woolf, the very act of
narrationand act of thought become intertwined and inseparable"(1993:389).
as distinct
6This dialectical model of subject positioning is consistent with the notion of the decentered,
from deconstructed,
subject (see, for example, Giddens 1990:38-48), but we feel that this term has
problematic implications. The subject only needs to be removed from the center of analysis in the
intellectual context of a radical idealism that views the subject as the root of all meaning. In the
contemporary academic scene, however, few scholars subscribeto such a radicalindividualism, and the
term decentered
subject(evocative, as it is, of deconstruction) has antihumanisticconnotations that we feel
run counter to the themes of agency and interpretationwe wish to emphasize here.
See his discussion of
7Jakobson'swork has been fundamental to the analysis of reflexive language.
shifters and his exploration of the reflexive relationships between message and code in the article
"Shifters,Verbal Categories and the Russian Verb" (1971).
8While Sartre believed that Husserl was unable to save phenomenology from solipsism (1956), the
problem of solipsism is tangential to our present concerns. Husserl'saim in the "Fifth Meditation" was
not to construct an argument that would defend phenomenology against the charge of solipsism but to
rigorously describe lived experience and discover in that experience the apodictic certainty that other
subjects exist. Whether or not Husserl'sdescriptive method is a successfulresponse to these criticisms,his
descriptions of our experience of the other and the intersubjectivenature of the world are valid in the
terms that Husserl intended-as rigorous descriptions of experience. Our goal is not to address the
problem of solipsism, but to use those descriptions as a grounding for the larger arguments about
reflexivity and aestheticsthat we develop.
9Such an interpretation follows what James Schmidt has called Merleau-Ponty's "existentialist
Husserl" (1985:36). Throughout, our reading of Husserl has been informed and inspiredby Hammond
et al. (1991), as well as Schmidt (1985) and Kohik (1978).
from a bodily and experiential, rather than a
l?This is, of course, to arrive at Mead's social subject
linguistic, route.
in child
of
llFor an existentialist approach to these issues, see Merleau-Ponty's discussion pairing
development (1989:354).
12Thisraisesthe problem of how one can know if a particularother body is a subject and how one can
partiallyshare specific details of the other's experience. Husserl addressestheses issues by distinguishing
between the animate bodies of genuine subjects and mere "pseudo-organisms"(such as robots) and
suggesting that the activities of genuine other subjects are "harmonious"(1960:114).
13The notion of attention must be understood in a phenomenological fashion. Attention is not a
substantialthing, not an entity whose deployment causes the physical world to become "experience."
Such a view would go against phenomenology's basic goal of understandingthe world as experience.
However, interpreted phenomenologically the notion of attention can be used to account for the fact
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that experience usually contains multiple phenomena at once and that the placement of those phenomena is ordered. (For a parallelargument about the notion of consciousness, see James 1967.) Seen in these
terms, our discussion of the organization of attention can be understood as an analysis of the ways in
which subjectsarrangephenomena relative to one another in experience (see Berger 1999).
14Fora landmarktreatment of improvisation as a set of skills developed across the span of a lifetime,
see Paul F. Berliner's ThiinkinginJazz: The InfiniteArt of Improvisation
(1994). On the role of reflection in
and
jazz improvisation, see Berliner (1994) and Ingrid Monson's Saying Something:Jazz Improvisation
Interaction
(1996).
15AsBerger has argued elsewhere (1997, 1999), the organization of attention can be understood as
socialpracticein the practice theory sense of the term. In Giddens's view (1984, 1990, 1993), practice is
any conduct that comes about through a duality of social context and the agency of its practitioner.
Informed by the contingencies of the performance event, the ideologies of the player'smusic scene, and
the player's own agentive involvement in the event, the organization of attention is an exemplar of
Giddens's notion of practice.
6For a more detailed discussion of the organizationof attention in Rock andJazz, see Berger (1999).
17Both of these kinds of framing are examples of Michael Silverstein's "reflexive calibration" of
metapragmaticsigns (1993:50). In his formulation, signs that frame or comment on other signs can be
"calibrated"to their semiotic objects in a variety of ways. In reflexive calibration,the framing signs occur
simultaneously with the signs they frame and achieve their framing function in an implicit manner.
Silverstein provides two examples: the use of rhyme and meter to frame a piece of text as poetry
(Jakobson'spoetic function, 1960), and the use of prosody, contour, gesture, and so on to frame speech
in face-to-face conversation. Although Silverstein primarilyaddresseshimself to language and does not
give names to these two different kinds of reflexive calibration,his two examples correspond with what
we have called "embedded" and "accompanyingmetacommunication."
18Becauseof the sensitive nature of some of the fieldwork data, the town's name and the participants'
identities have been changed.
19Thissituation is similarto Hymes's perfunctoryperformance (personalcommunication from Hymes
to Bauman, in Bauman 1977:26-27).
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